The trends toward product line development and toward adopting more 3 rd -party software are hard to combine. The reason is that product lines demand fine control over the software (e.g., for diversity management), while 3 rd -party software (almost by definition) provides only little or no control.
Introduction
Cost reduction and time to market are driving factors for developing software product lines. Often proprietary technologies are used for managing diversity to enable quick product development. Until recently, it was common practice to develop most (if not all) software in-house, especially for industrial product line architectures. Today, the trend toward reduction of cost and time to market is continued, namely by adopting more 3 rd -party software, including open source software. The expectation is that by adopting 3 rd -party software, the software quality and time to market can be improved, while keeping the development costs down.
Unfortunately, 3 rd -party software usually does not integrate well with proprietary product line technology. Product-line technology typically demands specially flavored components and fine-grained control over software artifacts. Since product-line technology is not standardized, it is very likely that 3 rd -party software does not fit, and that it is not allowed or possible to make it fit. As a result, either the use of 3 rd -party software is preferred over product-line technology, or the other way around. Clearly, this is not an optimal situation.
In this paper we combine the Koala component model with build-level components to enable product line development with 3 rd -party software.
Koala [1, 2] is a proprietary component technology for creating product lines. It has been used successfully for about 10 years for defining and constructing a large variety of products. Koala is a hierarchical component model that is designed for static composition at build time. Individual C files form the atomic unit of composition. Koala's key feature is diversity management by means of composition and variation. Another key ingredient of Koala is its architectural description language (ADL) to component compositions, and which drives code generation.
While 10 years ago it was common practice to build most software internally, today we need to keep-up also with external developments. Instead of building everything ourselves, we now prefer to adopt technology from external sources, including the open source community.
Despite its proven quality and usefulness, Koala is currently not sufficiently capable for adopting external software. Because it is proprietary technology, it is not an industrial standard. As it assumes specially tailored component miplementations, it requires effort to make 3 rdparty components fit. Moreover, since it operates at the level of individual C files, it is difficult to integrate more coarse-grained components.
So, the trend to move to more 3 rd -party software (including open source software), typically implies integrating components which are not tailored for the Koala component model. As a result, Koala can still be used in the future for composing part of a total software product, but in its current form, it will no longer be able to orchestrate the total composition of a product.
Independently of Koala, the concept of Build-level components [3] has been developed.
Build-level components consist of source code together with instructions to build (e.g., compile/link) it. Build-level components provide build and configuration interfaces to abstract over the component-specific build and configuration processes. As a consequence, build-level components can be composed and bound in a uniform way, similar to components in other component models. Build-level components are simple to develop and comply with standard technologies. Therefore, they are promising to improve the composability of 3 rd -party software at the build-level.
In this paper we show how we can use Koala to orchestrate the composition and variability of build-level components, by leveraging the granularity of components from C modules to build-level components. This way, we can adapt to the trend to use 3 rd -party components, rather than developing proprietary software. With this approach, we can benefit from Koala's architectural language, diversity mechanism, and tooling. This way, the use of Koala for product line development can be continued, even in the heterogeneous environments of tomorrow.
This article is structured as follow. Section 2 gives a brief overview of the Koala component model. In Section 3 we zoom into Koala's module concept, which is of key importance for this article. Section 4 gives a quick overview of build-level components. In Section 5 we explain how Koala and build-level components can be combined. In Section 6, we discuss the implementation of build-level composition with Koala. In Section 7, we discuss the development of the Koala compiler as a composition of build-level components. In Section 8 we draw final conclusions.
Section 2

Koala in a nutshell
Koala [1, 2] is a component model consisting of an architectural description language (ADL) and tool support. The ADL serves to define interfaces, data types, basic components, and compositions (which are components themselves). The tooling serves to generate products from component compositions. Koala's main features are diversity management (allowing development of product lines), definition of component compositions, and product generation. Koala was primarily designed for resource-constrained software and was applied in the consumer electronics domain.
Koala is a hierarchical component model where larger components are constructed by instantiating smaller components. The leaves of a composition tree are formed by Koala modules, which correspond to individual C files. 1 The Koala tooling includes a compiler, which creates bindings between components, creates code to manage unbound diversity parameters, and generates a script to compile/link a composition. Below we will briefly describe the main ingredients of the Koala ADL.
Interface definitions
In its simples form, a Koala interface definition consists of a sequence of function prototypes, parameters, and constants in a C-like syntax. For example:
interface IFooBar { int foo(void); int bar(int c, int y); int a_constant = 10; int a_parameter; } By convention, interface names (IFoo in the example) always start with capital 'I'. This interface defines two functions (foo and bar), a constant (a_constant), and a parameter (a_parameter). In Koala, interface definitions form types. Binding of two interfaces is only allowed when the types of both interfaces match. An interface A matches the type of interface B iff the type of A is equal to the type of B, or if A is a subtype of B. A is a subtype of B iff A is smaller than B (i.e., has less function prototypes). 
Component definitions
Configurations
In order to build a product from a set of components, a configuration has to be defined. A configuration is a component definition without provides or requires interfaces. It must bind all unbound requires interfaces of its constituent component instances. If the component is used of the example above, this means binding the rFoo and rBar interfaces.
Entry points In addition to configurations, also one or more entry points have to be defined. An entry point is a module with the attribute present. An entry point indicates where the execution of a software system can be initiated. This corresponds to C-files with the function main, or with interrupt handlers that can be called externally.
Modules
A module is Koala's atomic unit of composition. It typically corresponds to a C file. A Koala module cannot be instantiated. A C file corresponding to a Koala module must meet a few rules: it should have exactly one specific #include statement, and it should use a specific naming convention for implementing functions from provides interfaces and for accessing functions from requires interfaces, for example: This switch connects the pair of interfaces i1 and i2 to either o1 and o2, or to o3 and o4, depending on the value of expr.
The Koala compiler performs partial evaluation in order to evaluate switch conditions whenever possible. If a switch condition can be statically determined (based on parameter bindings in interfaces), the corresponding route through the switch is lifted into a static binding, and the remaining routes are removed. This forms an important optimization, which allows defining a huge configuration space in the ADL, without having significant impact on the run-time behavior and/or size of the resulting executable, since most variation points for a product are bound statically and optimized away. For variation points which are not statically bound, the Koala compiler generates code to deal with the variation point at run time.
Section 3
A closer look at Koala modules
A Koala module is untyped. This means that any interface can be connected to a module. The reason is that a module forms the connection between the architectural level and the realization level. Since Koala has no notion about C, it cannot type check a C file to verify that a binding to the file is correct. Hence, at the architectural level, we are concerned with interfaces and components and how they are connected. At the realization level we are concerned with C files (and to some extent, libraries) and how they have to be compiled into an executable. This is depicted in Figure 3 .1. Since a Koala module corresponds to a concrete piece of source code, modules cannot be instantiated, because that would imply pure code duplication.
The Koala language (and concepts) and the Koala compiler (producing C code) are developed and used together. As a consequence, they are often seen as one, integral combination. Actually, there is hardly any experience with decoupling the Koala language from its compiler and from the C programming language. However, conceptually, Koala is a hierarchical component architecture, where modules are the atomic unit of composition. Thus, Koala component composition amounts to composing Koala modules. By associating Koala modules to a concrete composable type of artifact, Koala becomes a component architecture for that type of artifact. The association of Koala modules to C source files is just one possible association. It is important to understand that the Koala language is agnostic for a particular association; it is the Koala compiler which is aware of it.
Essentially, the Koala compiler consists of two parts: a front-end and a back-end. The front-end is concerned with the Koala language. This includes type checking, synthesizing interface binding, partial evaluation, etc. The result of the front-end is a Koala composition normalized into some canonical form. The back-end is concerned with code generation. Given a normalized Koala composition it takes care of generating proper bindings for the target language (e.g., #include's in case of C).
Thus, it is the compiler back-end which is aware of a particular module association. This split-up enables the use of the Koala language and front-end to drive the composition of other artifacts than C source files. It is this observation that gave rise to the idea of this paper to extend the application of Koala to more coarse-grained components to enable adoption of 3 rdparty software. For this purpose, we will propose build-level components as atomic units of composition. 
Section 4
Build-level components in a nutshell
The build-level is concerned with building software products from source files. This is called a software's build process, and typically includes tasks like compiling and linking. The build-level is therefore concerned with (source) files, their structuring in directories, compilers (and related tools), dependencies (i.e., what other software is needed), and configuration (i.e., controlling what features need to be built, and how to build them).
The build process is inherently difficult because there are many different programming languages requiring different steps in the construction process, because there are numerous tools available, because standardization is missing, and because the build process is (most often) not designed for composition. Build processes are therefore often custom-made and extremely difficult to understand and maintain. Moreover, they often work only in very specific environments (due to implicit dependencies it is hard to reconstruct such environments). Finally, they cannot easily be integrated in another build process. The motivation for build-level components is to improve this situation. Build-level components introduce a few development rules, which bring principles from component-based software engineering (CBSE) to the build-level [3] . In particular, a build-level component is a unit of independent deployment, a unit of third-party composition, and has no (externally) observable state [4] . The concept of Build-level components promotes decomposing large software systems into smaller reusable building blocks. These can be composed in a systematic way to form complex software systems. They abstract from their internal details (e.g., how they are exactly build, and their source file organization in directories) by offering a build, a configuration, and a requires interface. A build interface specifies the steps needed to build the component, a configuration interface specifies the variation points of the component, and a requires interfaces specifies the needs of a component (i.e., its dependencies). In [3] , we proposed to comply with the open source community and adopt the syntax of autotools [5] for defining build and configuration interfaces (see Table 4 .1 and 4.2). Requires interfaces are bound via -with-switches of a component's configuration interface.
Below we give a small example of a build-level component, which makes use of GNU Automake and Autoconf. The component is called Foo and consists of a single library libfoo.a.
The functions of this library are all implemented in the C source file libfoo.c. The component has one dependency on the component Bar. Its build interface is generated by Automake from the following build process description: Table 4 .1: Build interface of build-level components.
-help
Show configuration switches -prefix=<p>
Install software in <p> -disable-<f>
Turn off feature <f> -enable-<f>
Turn on feature <f> -with-<f>=<v> Bind feature <f> to value <v> Table 4 .2: Configuration interface of build-level components.
libfoo_a_CPPFLAGS = -I$(BAR)/include
This Automake makefile defines that libfoo.a will be the result of the build process. This library is defined in libfoo.c, using the single dependency Bar. By using GNU Autoconf, a proper build-level configuration interface can be automatically generated from the following configure.ac file:
This configuration file specifies the name, version, and maintainer of the build-level component. Of further importance is the definition of the dependency parameter for component Bar. The resulting configuration script will understand the -with-bar switch and passes the value to the makefile via the variable BAR.
Section 5
Linking Koala modules to build-level components
As we stressed in the introduction, Koala offers a powerful composition and diversity paradigm. However, it is not very well capable for adopting 3 rd -party (e.g., open source) software components. In this section we show how we can use the Koala front-end (see Section 3) together with a new back-end to form a composition tool for build-level components. This unites the desire to have an ADL for describing compositions and managing diversity with the desire to adopt 3 rd -party software. Since build-level components are fairly easy to construct (and the design rules of [3] are good to adopt anyway), it becomes much easier to integrate 3 rd -party software at the build-level. The essential idea is to:
• Define interfaces, components, component compositions, component bindings, and diversity bindings in the Koala ADL.
• Use the Koala front-end tools to manage diversity, analyze correctness, and to bring a composition into normal form.
• Given the normalized composition specification, generate a build-level realization of this composition.
A build-level composition realization consists of a directory hierarchy, a set of build-level component instances, a top-level build-process definition, and bindings for requires interfaces and diversity parameters. These will be described below in more detail.
A build-level composition hierarchy
A normalized composition specification defines a composition tree where nodes represent components and leaves represent modules. At the build-level we will follow this composition tree. Directories will represent components and modules. A Koala module maps to a build-level component. A build-level component is placed in the directory of the corresponding module. A directory for a component is a container which delegates all build-level operations to its subdirectories. Figure 5 .1 shows a Koala configuration and the corresponding composition tree. At the build level the same structure is created with directories. The four build-level components, corresponding to the four modules are placed in the directories m1, m2, m3, and m4. The directories B, C, and D are containers which add structure to the build-level. In [6] we described an approach for build-level component composition where the composition tree is always flat. A flat component structure hinders real abstraction, because a component cannot embed another component instance. The structuring in (sub) directories, that we propose now, is much more flexible and allows for composite components at the build-level.
Build-level component instances
A build-level component instance is a directory containing the contents of a build-level component. For every Koala module a separate directory is created in which a build-level component is stored. That is, each directory that corresponds to a Koala module contains an instance of a build-level component. This means that multiple instances of build-level components may exist. The ability to have multiple instances of a build-level component, enables simultaneous use of different versions of the same component, and the use of different configurations of the same component. However, it depends on how component instances are used, whether multiple instance will work or not. For example, an executable may typically not use two different versions of a library at the same time.
In [6] where only a flat component structure was supported, multiple component instances where not possible. Given the limitation that components could not be embedded, component versions and configurations had to be unified. This is not always possible. Hence, despite some practical limitations, the support for multiple instances enables more powerful and flexible component compositions.
Top-level build-process definition
A build-level composition is a build-level component itself. This implies that the composition has its own build process definition. This build process is simple because also the top level directory merely serves as container. Hence, most build actions are simply delegated to all subdirectories. The dist and distcheck actions are special and cannot be delegated. These actions construct a distribution by packaging all needed files from the composition.
A composite build process is a sequential composition of build processes. Individual build processes cannot be executed in arbitrary order. They must take component dependencies into account. A sequential build process is formed from a composition tree by traversing the tree in depth first order, in such a way that that if a build-level component in the subtree rooted at x has a dependency on a build-level component in the subtree rooted at y, then y is traversed before x. This ensures that a build-level component has been built before it is used. Observe that for components with circular dependencies it is not possible to determine a correct build-order. Such components have to be refactored [3] .
Build-level interface bindings
Koala has three types of interfaces: provides interfaces, requires interfaces, and diversity interfaces. All three types can be connected to modules. A Koala back-end takes care of realizing interface bindings. In case of build-level components, this amounts to binding requires interfaces and diversity parameters.
Binding a requires interface r, implies specifying a value for the -with-r switch of a component's configuration process. Binding a diversity interface d, implies specifying a value for -with-v for each interface element v of d.
In case a binding is static (i.e., when its value evaluates to a constant when running the Koala compiler), binding is straight forward. It is similar to the binding mechanism described in [6] , and amounts to running the configure tool with the particular binding in the form of a -withswitch.
In Koala, configuration can be more complex because also run-time interface binding is supported. In case of C, run-time interface binding means that at execution time a switch condition is evaluated to determine a function binding. In case of build-level components, run-time means when running the configure tool. The values to the -with switches are then synthesized dynamically when running configure. In the next section we wil discuss the technical details in more depth.
The C-version of the Koala compiler requires that top-level components cannot have interfaces themselves (such top-level components are called configurations). This requirement is essential because the Koala compiler produces executables and without special technology, compiling and linking an application with unbound requires interfaces will result in unresolved symbols errors. Additionally, in case of embedded software you better be absolutely sure that all needed software is contained in the final binary image of a product. Since these images will never be subject to further composition, provides interfaces make no sense for them. In case of build-level components, this requirement is not needed. Therefore, every build-level composition is itself a component, which can have as many provides, requires, and diversity interfaces as needed.
By linking Koala modules to build-level components, we obtain a powerful means to construct build-level compositions. This enables the construction of software systems from coarsegrained build-level components. It forms a powerful and consistent way of constructing software systems, instead of building them from collections of individual, yet dependent, blocks, which need to be built and configured independently, or for which integration implies manually developing complex build scripts. It does not offer the fine granularity as Koala for composing C modules, though.
Section 6
Implementation
To experiment with the Koala component architecture and concepts we re-implemented the Koala compiler as a transformation system using StrategoXT [7] . This way we were able to build the compiler as a pipeline of transformations, each taking care of a particular compilation step. This enabled us to easily experiment with new language constructs, and to adapt/extend the pipeline to our needs. The resulting compiler is a product line, where the input processing mechanism, and the produced output are variation points. Figure 6 .1 depicts the composition of run-time components of the Koala compiler. In this paper we will address the pipeline that is formed by the gray-colored nodes. This pipeline performs a composition of build-level components from a composition definition in terms of Koala components and interfaces. The resulting composition consists of a directory hierarchy with Automake makefiles and a top-level Autoconf configure script.
In this section we will briefly comment on the normalization process that is carried out by our Koala compiler, and we will discuss the code generation part, which is tailored towards realizing build-level component composition.
Koala Normalization
Essentially, Koala normalization amounts to minimizing and optimizing a composition, and synthesizing module connection end-points.
• Synthesizing module connection end-points. In Koala interfaces are chained to each other. Hence, to determine to which module a module's requires interface is connected, one needs to transitively follow the chain of interface connections. The normalization process synthesizes such endpoint connections of modules and adds these to the composition definition. Given this information, a back-end can see directly to what module a module is connected. Due to switches, chains can fork. In that case a chain does not have a single, unique end-point. If switches cannot be reduced to single connections (see below), it becomes the task of the back-end to handle switch conditions and to reduce switches to single connections. To that end, the back-end generates code that can dynamically evaluate switch conditions at run-time.
• Minimizing and optimizing compositions. Expressions in switch-statements are evaluated during the normalization process. Whenever an expression reduces to a constant value, the switch is removed and replaced by the (constant) interface bindings corresponding to the switch condition. Components that are no longer reachable are removed. A component is reachable if it is part of an interface chain that starts from a module with the 'present' attribute. A Koala composition is further optimized by partial evaluation of Koala interfaces. That is, interface elements are replaced whenever they evaluate to a value (e.g., an expression is reduced to a constant value). This partial evaluation process reduces code size of the resulting product, because unused components are removed, and performance, because less evaluation needs to be done at execution time (e.g., function calls are replaced by constant values whenever possible).
A normalized Koala composition is a minimal composition. That is, it only contains components to which interface bindings exist. 1 All interface bindings in a normalized Koala composition are annotated with the synthesized endpoint.
A normalized Koala composition is an ordinary Koala composition itself, extended with some additional annotations. This means that the tools we developed for Koala compositions can also be used for normalized Koala compositions. Koala normal forms are easy to process by back-ends to realize a composition, yet completely independent of any realization component. 
Code Generation
Realizing a build-level composition, amounts to integrating the build and configuration processes of the constituent build-level components. This is achieved by constructing a directory structure in which all source code of the build-level components is contained, by creating makefiles to glue build processes, and by creating a configuration script to glue configuration processes.
To automate composition of build-level components, we developed an additional compiler back-end. This back-end performs the following tasks: it creates a directory structure, it downloads and unpacks build-level components in this directory structure, it creates Automake makefiles for each Koala component definition, and it creates a top-level Autoconf configuration script.
In Figure 6 .2, the build-level structure of Figure 5 .1 is depicted, where directories are represented by ovals and generated files by boxes. The build-level components are placed in the directories m1, m2, m3, and m4.
In Section 5 we defined and explained the directory structure of a build-level component composition. Build-level components are unpacked in the directories corresponding to Koala modules. Makefile generation is trivial once the build-order has been synthesized from module dependencies. Each makefile consists of a single statement:
SUBDIRS = A B C
Where A, B, and C denote subdirectories in the correct build order. Synthesizing the build order is a recursive process, where at each node in the composition tree the sibling nodes are placed in the right order depending on the module dependencies in the corresponding subtrees.
The more complicated part of the new back-end is generating a toplevel Autoconf configuration script, that drives the configuration of all build-level components. In general, an Autoconf configuration script processes configuration switches, drives the execution of configuration processes in subdirectories, and generates makefiles. In addition, it performs platform checks, but these are not relevant for our discussion. Generating a configuration script for our purposes is not trivial because it has to deal with realizing interface bindings between build-level components, and because it has to deal with managing and delegating (dynamic, configuration-time) bindings.
Unbound interfaces Unbound requires and diversity interfaces (of the toplevel component) are added to the toplevel configuration interface. For unbound requires interfaces this involves adding the interface instance name to the configuration interface. For unbound diversity interfaces, it amounts to adding for each element e of the interface d the parameter d-e to the configuration interface. This way, elements of diversity interfaces can be bound individually. An element e from diversity interface d can be bound to v with the switch -with-d-e=v. A requires interface r can be bound to v by passing the switch -with-r=v at configuration time.
Realizing build-level bindings Bindings of build-level components are realized at configuration time by passing bindings in the form of -with-switches to the individual configuration processes. Requires interfaces are bound according to the synthesized module connection endpoints. Diversity interfaces are bound to the values synthesized by the Koala compiler. In case a requires/diversity interface is not bound by the Koala compiler, its binding can be specified at configuration time via the toplevel configuration interface. Configuration-time bindings must be defined for mandatory requires interfaces or else an error is raised. For diversity and optional requires interfaces such bindings can be left out.
Dynamic diversity Since connection chains may have forks due to switches, realization of bindings has to be carried out dynamically by evaluating switch conditions at configuration time. If forked chains cannot be reduced to single end-points, because switch conditions cannot be evaluated, a binding cannot be realized and an error is raised.
We implemented this behavior for GNU Autoconf via a set of M4 macro's. These macro's can express the Koala binding structure of a composition. The macro's expand to chains of function calls which represent the dynamic behavior of Koala bindings. Basically, these macro's form a small domain-specific language (DSL) expressing Koala bindings.
For instance, for a simple switch statement, that connects an interface r3 to r1 or r2 depending on the debug field in an diversity interface A_config, the following code is generated (using the macro's KOALA_SWITCH and KOALA_SWITCH_OUT):
This code is then expanded by GNU Autoconf into the following shell script code that will be part of the configure script:
if test "a${expr}" = "ayes"; then echo $(A_r1 $ * ) elif test "a" = "a"; then echo $(A_r2 $ * ) fi } This fragment shows the function that is generated for the switch statement. A call to this function results in another function call, to either A_r1 or A_r2, depending on the evaluation of the switch expression. This demonstrates how the binding of r3 is dynamically evaluated at configuration time.
As indicated before, the result of a composition of build-level components is a build-level component itself. The generated configure script forms its configuration interface, the toplevel makefile forms its build interface. The new component forms a unit of composition and hides its internal structure (i.e., its internal build-level components).
Section 7
Case Study
In this section we demonstrate how we can define our Koala compiler in terms of itself (i.e., as a composition of Koala components) and how this composition can be realized by actually running the compiler. We show how Koala allows structuring components to our needs, how nested components can be (re-)used in larger compositions, and how we can easily integrate 3 rd -party components. Figure 7 .1 depicts the build-level structure of the Koala compiler. Observe that this buildtime structure is quite different from its run-time structure depicted in Figure 6 .1. Essentially, the build-level structure consists of five building blocks: i) the ATerm library [8] for data representation and exchange, ii) the sdf2 component for parse technology, iii) the StrategoXT program transformation environment, iv) a language tools package, and v) the Koala compiler itself.
There are multiple ways to organize the structure of these blocks. Our example shows a composition in terms of 4 flat components, and 1 nested component (sds2). The nested sdf2 component consists of a parser (sglr), a parser generator (pgen), and several utility components. Since sglr and pgen are mostly used together, they are placed within the same component. We deliberately did not export the interfaces of the utility components, because we consider them as implementation components. In the rare case that they are needed elsewhere, Koala allows to create additional instances of them. This is a good example of how Koala enables structuring of components to hide component implementations. Once defined, the sds2 component can be instantiated as a single component. All other components of Figure 7 .1 are also being used independently. Therefore, we did not put them into any nested structure.
Given a set of component definitions, our Koala compiler can perform a composition in three ways:
1. By specifying a set of components, the Koala compiler synthesizes a composition by transitively finding components that implement the requires interfaces of the components that are part of the composition. This is the most implicit form because no closed set of components is specified and no interface bindings are specified.
2. By explicitly specifying which components should be part of the composition, the Koala compiler synthesizes correct bindings between these components. In this form the set of components is specified, but the bindings between them are not.
3. By explicitly specifying all components, and all their bindings. This is the most explicit form because the ingredients and the bindings of a composition are specified.
For the implicit form, we don't need a top-level component definition. Instead, we pass a set of mandatory components to the Koala compiler, and let the compiler synthesize a top-level composition. In our example, we can create a composition using the following command:
This command specifies that the auto-pack tool for implicit component composition has to be used, that component definitions can be found relative to the current directory ('.'), that output should be placed in 'out', and that KoalaCompiler is a mandatory component in the composition. The koala-stc tool is the member of our Koala compiler product family that performs build-level composition. In total, we created 5 different kinds of koala compilers, each having a different compiler back-end (see Figure 6 .1). After the Koala compiler is ready, one can configure and build the composition:
To finalize the creation of a build-level component from this composition, one issues the command make dist. This bundles all components into a single archive file, which is ready for distribution.
Apart for the Koala compiler, all components depicted in Figure 7 .1, are 3 rd -party (open source) components. They have been developed at different institutes, they are implemented in different programming languages, and they are being used in many different software systems. What the components have in common is that their build-process is driven by Automake/Autoconf, and that they follow the build-level rules defined in [3] . They are therefore directly usable for build-level composition. 
Concluding Remarks
Contributions This paper addressed the problem that on the one hand a growing need is developing to adopt 3 rd -party (open source) software, and on the other hand, that fine control is needed over the software to enable quick and reliable product development. Most often, these are conflicting demands, because one has (by definition) little control over 3 rd -party-software, while to speed product development, technologies for e.g., diversity management and product line development are required that do need significant control.
As a consequence, a potential risk exists that a growing use of 3 rd -party software goes in hand with less control over the product development process, or, the other way around, that requiring large control over the software limits the ability to use 3 rd -party software.
We observed this trend within Philips, where 3 rd -party (open source) software did not integrate seamlessly with the successful Koala component model. In this paper, we describe our solution to this problem by combining the Koala component model and the concept of buildlevel components. We have shown that by lifting component granularity of Koala components from individual C files to build-level components, both demands can be united. The Koala ADL can be used to orchestrate product composition and to manage diversity, build-level components can form the unit of 3 rd -party component composition.
In this paper we explained how Koala modules form the mapping from the architectural level to the realization level, and that they can represent arbitrary units of composition (in addition to plain C files). We then defined how a composition of Koala modules can be mapped to a composition of build-level components. Next, we extended our Koala compile product-line with a new back-end to automate the realization of compositions at the build-level. Finally, we showed how our approach can be used in practice, by defining the Koala compiler in terms of a composition of build-level components.
Related Work
Few technologies exist which address the topic of orchestrating composition and diversity of 3 rd -part (open source) component compositions. For instance, typical package managers, like RPM [9] , merely address building/installing single packages. There are two challaging tools around that combine diversity, composition, and 3 rd -party software. The first is GEARS [10] . This is a software product line development tool, which explicitly supports the integration of existing (i.e., unchanged) software. This implies that GEARS can deal with software over which no control exists. The second system is the Nix deployment system [11, 12] . Nix is a promising tool for safe software deployment. Underneath is a functional language that provides advanced diversity features. Nix was explicitly designed for managing diversity and safe orchestration of open source software composition.
